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Additions and Corrections to the
Alberta Lepidoptera List, 2014
Greg Pohl
Introduction:
This is the fourth annual update to the “Annotated list of the Lepidoptera of
Alberta, Canada” (Pohl et al. 2010). The previous updates are published in the
Alberta Lepidopterists' Guild Newsletter (Pohl et al. 2011, 2012, 2013). Once
again a number of new species were discovered and described in the province,
and several species that were listed as "unconGirmed" have been veriGied as
occurring here. The revised list now stands at 2465 reported species. The new
Ginds and conGirmations are detailed below. Three recent taxonomic changes
affecting Alberta species are also detailed, and six species are removed from the
Alberta list, based on newly obtained information and corrections in
identiGication. As well, several erroneous old historical records of species in
Alberta have been uncovered, so they are detailed here and added to the
Excluded Taxa list.
New additions and con1irmations:
10 Stigmella populetorum (Frey & Boll, 1878). This species was previously
listed as unconGirmed in Alberta, based on two female specimens from
Sherwood Park that could not be identiGied with certainty. Recently one of those
specimens, as well as others collected recently by the Biodiversity Institute of
Ontario (BIO) from Elk Island, Jasper, Waterton Lakes and Wood Buffalo
National Parks have been conGirmed via barcoding.
52.5 Elatobia montiliella (Schantz, 1951). New Alberta (and North American)
record by Landry et al. (2013), based on barcoded material from several sites in
the Rocky Mountains.
60 Tinagma pulverilinea Braun, 1921. Previously listed as unconGirmed for
Alberta; specimens from near Rocky Mountain House have been conGirmed via
barcoding.
68 Caloptilia betulivora McDunnough, 1946. This species was listed by Pohl et
al. (2010) as unconGirmed for Alberta, but at least some Alberta specimens in
the CNC have now been veriGied.
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223.5 Coleophora granulatella Zeller, 1849. New Alberta (and North American)
record by Landry et al. (2013). It is known in Alberta only from Dunvegan
Provincial Park, but is probably more widely distributed.
318 Filatima albicostella Clarke, 1942. Previously listed as unconGirmed in
Alberta based on an old Bowman specimen from Edmonton that was not
identiGied with certainty. Specimens collected recently by BIO in Banff
National Park have been conGirmed via barcoding.
332.04 Gnorimoschema sheperdiae Priest, 2014. A new species described by
Adamski et al. (2014). Alberta specimens include several from the Rocky
Mountains, as well as from Wood Buffalo National Park and Tolman Bridge.
It is a leaf miner on Sheperdia canadensis (L.) Nutt. (Eleagnaceae).
336.5 Scrobipalpula manierreorum Priest, 2014. A new species described by
Adamski et al. (2014). It is widely distributed across Canada, including
records from Edmonton, Sherwood Park, and the Milk River Ridge near
Cardston.
390.1 Carmenta verecunda (Edwards, 1881). This species was previously listed
as probable for Alberta. It was reported by Eichlin and Duckworth (1988)
"from MB to WA", but no records were known speciGically from Alberta
until now. A specimen collected and photographed by Jan Scott in Medicine
Hat, on 11 August 2014, was conGirmed by sesiid expert William Taft.
Images, one of which is reproduced below, are on Gile at the CFS Northern
Forestry Research Collection (NFRC) in Edmonton.

Jan Scott
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444 Phtheochroa modestana (Busck, 1907). Previously reported as
unconGirmed in Alberta, based on two specimens collected at Nordegg by
James McDunnough in 1921; determination uncertain. A specimen
collected by BIO in Banff National Park has been identiGied via barcode.
624 Eucosma verna (Miller, 1971). This species has long been confused with E.
refusana (Walker), and its status in Alberta was uncertain. Recently Wright
& Brown (2014) detailed the differences and conGirmed that both species
reside in Alberta. The sole known Alberta E. verna specimen is from
Cypress Hills. Until recently both these species were placed in the genus
Phaneta.
911.05 Dioryctria monticolella Mutuura, Munroe & Ross, 1969. This species was
previously thought to occur only in British Columbia. A paratype in the
CNC does not have a deGinitive locality on the label, but it refers to a
Canadian Forest Service Forest Insect and Disease Survey (FIDS) slip
number 61A1208‐1. The original FIDS slip on Gile at NFRC reads "Elkwater,
Cypress Hills, 6 mi e on Graburn Rd." That location is from the Alberta side
of the Cypress Hills, which straddle the Alberta/Saskatchewan border. The
specimen was identiGied on the FIDS slip as D. zimmermani (Grote), prior to
its designation as a paratype in the description of D. monticolella.
1379.5 Idaea dimidiata (Hufnagel, 1767). New Alberta record. Gary Anweiler
collected a specimen of this small geometrid in his yard in Edmonton, on
20 September 2014. It is deposited in the Strickland Museum at the
University of Alberta (UASM). It was previously known from British
Columbia and from eastern Canada as far west as Ontario.

Gary Anweiler
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1716.1 Catocala sordida Grote, 1877. An Alberta specimen of this species has
been discovered in the Royal Saskatchewan Museum. It was collected at
Gordon Lake (near Ft. McMurray) by Ron Hooper. It was previously known
from adjacent northwestern Saskatchewan and eastwards, and was listed
as probable in Alberta by Pohl et al. (2010).
1733.5 Autographa precationis (Guenée, 1852). New Alberta record. Gary
Anweiler collected a specimen of this plusiine noctuid in his yard in
Edmonton, on 22 September 2014. It is deposited in the UASM. It was
previously known from eastern Canada as far west as Saskatchewan
(Hooper 1990).

Autographa precationis, Edmonton, 22 IX 2014, Gary Anweiler

1826.5 Calophasia lunula (Hufnagel, 1766). This palaearctic species was
introduced to Alberta in 1991 to control Dalmatian ToadGlax (Linaria
dalmatica (L.) Mill.; Scrophulariaceae) (McClay & Hughes 1995, DeClerck‐
Floate & Carcamo 2011). It did not appear to have become established at
that time, so Pohl et al. (2012) added it to the Alberta B list as a "stray".
However, in 2014 larvae were observed and photographed in the
Edmonton area by Gary Anweiler and Alec McClay, and in the Lethbridge
area by Rose DeClerck‐Floate. It is hereby added to the list of resident
species.
1991.5 Lithophane baileyi Grote, 1877. A new species entry based on the
correction of material previously identiGied as #1988 L. tepida Grote. All
such Alberta specimens are L. baileyi; true L. tepida is not known to occur
west of Manitoba.
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Calophasia lunula, photo by G. Anweiler

Taxonomic changes:
214.5 Coleophora cervinella McDunnough, 1946 has been designated as a
synonym of C. atriplicis Meyrick, 1928 by Landry et al. (2013). Thus C. atriplicis
is recognised as a holarctic species that occurs in Alberta.
776 Cydia strobilella (Linnaeus, 1758) is changed to C. youngana (Kearfott,
1907). Until very recently, North American populations were treated as part of
a holarctic concept of the species C. strobilella. However, North American
populations have been recognised as a full species by Svensson et al. (2012),
and the name C. youngana was raised from synonymy for the taxon.
1223 Oeneis balderi (Geyer, 1837) is changed to O. jutta (Hübner, [1806]). Pohl
et al. (2010) used O. balderi as the name for North American populations of the
jutta complex, but that has not been widely adopted and is leading to
confusion, so we formally revert here to O. jutta, to follow Pelham (2008) and
the majority of North Amercian workers. We await further taxonomic work to
more deGinitively sort out this group.
Checklist status corrections:
131 Agonopterix lythrella (Walsingham, 1889). Moved to the erroneous records
list, at #E006.5. All Alberta material has been redetermined as #130 A.
gelidella (Busck). Agonopterix lythrella is not known west of Ontario (Hodges
1974).
262 Coleotechnites milleri (Busck, 1914). Moved to the erroneous records list,
at #E009.5. All Alberta records refer to #264 C. starki (Freeman). True C.
milleri does not occur in Canada (Freeman 1957).
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321 Filatima ornatiGimbriella (Clemens, 1864). Moved to the erroneous records
list, at #E010.05. Reports of this species from Canada refer to #324 F.
xanthuris (Meyrick). These species have long been confused in collections,
but they were sorted out by Hodges & Adamski (1997), who found no
records of Filatima ornatiGimbriella north of Colorado and Nebraska.
568 Olethreutes coruscana (Clemens, 1860). Moved to the erroneous records
list, at #E023.5. This species was reported from Alberta by Pohl et al.
(2010), based on Heinrich's (1926) report of "O. puncticostana major" in
Alberta. The true O. puncticostana is a synonym of O. coruscana, so this was
interpreted to be an Alberta record of the latter. However, according to
Miller (1985), Heinrich's (1926) western records are actually misidentiGied
specimens of #569 O. metallicana (Hübner). True O. coruscana is an
eastern species known with certainty only as far west as Saskatchewan.
500 Pandemis borealis (Freeman, 1965). Moved to the erroneous records list, at
#E024.5. This species was considered unconGirmed in Alberta previously,
but it has now been established that all Alberta material is #501 P.
coniferana (Mutuura). True P. borealis does not occur west of Ontario. Both
of these species were historically placed in the genus Archepandemis.
E070 Oeneis jutta (Hübner, [1806]). Removed from the erroneous records list,
and inserted into the Alberta species list at #1223. As discussed above, O.
jutta is recognised herein as the valid North American name for this taxon,
rather than O. balderi (Geyer).
Overlooked erroneous records:
Olethreutes obsoletana (Zetterstedt, 1840). Added to the erroneous records list
at #E023.6. This palaearctic species was reported from Alberta by Miller
(1985) in error. All North American material is a separate species, #570 O.
nordeggana (McDunnough).
Zeiraphera ratzeburgiana (Saxesen, 1840). Added to the erroneous records list,
at #E026.5. This palaearctic name was used by Prentice (1965). All North
American populations are #720 Z. canadensis Mutuura & Freeman.
Zophodia convulutella (Hübner, 1796). Added to the erroneous records list, at
#E038.5. Historical records of this Old World species in Alberta and the
rest of North America (e.g., by Heinrich 1956) refer to #920 Z.
grossulariella (Hübner).
Lycaena epixanthe (Boisduval & Le Conte, [1835]). Added to the erroneous
records list, at #E058.5. Belton (1988) reported this species from Alberta
in error; it does not occur west of Manitoba.
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Colostygia turbata (Hübner, [1799])‐ Added to the erroneous records list, at
#E073.5. Records of this palaearctic species in Canada (e.g., by Troubridge
& Lafontaine 2003) are based on a previous taxonomic arrangement. North
American populations are #1261 C. circumvallaria (Taylor).
Eupithecia arceuthata (Freyer, 1842). Added to the erroneous records list, at
#E076.5. This palaearctic name was used by Prentice (1963) following a
previous taxonomic arrangement; North American populations are now
known as #1354 E. intricata (Zetterstedt).
Eupithecia sobrinata (Hübner, [1817]). Added to the erroneous records list, at
#E079.5. This species was reported from Alberta by Prentice (1963) as E.
sobrinata interruptofasciata Packard. Eupithecia interruptofasciata
(#1351) is now recognised as a distinct species in North America; E.
sobrinata is restricted to the Palaearctic.
Nemoria chloroleucaria Guenée, [1858]. Added to the erroneous records list, at
#E087.5. Belton (1988) reported this species from Alberta in error; it does
not occur west of Saskatchewan.
Syngrapha hochenwarthi (Hochenwarth, 1785). Added to the erroneous records
list, at #E118.5. Historical records of this palaearctic species in North
America, e.g., by Crumb (1956), refer to S. ignea (Grote).
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Observations on the Papilio machaon Complex
of Swallowtail ButterGlies in South‐central
Saskatchewan
Daniel Glaeske
For the past 16 years, I have had the privilege of living in the Assiniboia
area in southern Saskatchewan. This area is on the northern edge of the Wood
Mountain plateau, where it slopes downward to the Missouri Coteau. While
living here, I have greatly enjoyed observing and collecting all sorts of
butterGlies and moths, primarily moths. Although I do not primarily collect
swallowtails, for a few years I was collecting swallowtails for other researchers
so I have had the chance to observe these swallowtails.
The Wood Mountain plateau is a narrow, long plateau, about 50 km by 200
km, running east‐west in south central Saskatchewan along the US border,
running from the Big Muddy Badlands in the east nearly to the Cypress Hills.
The southern border of the plateau gently slopes southward into Montana, and
has many gullies and badland areas (Fig. 1) and has a predominantly arid
grassland fauna. The top of the plateau consists of an aspen parkland‐fescue

Figure 1. Badland hills near Rockglen, Saskatchewan. Southern slopes of Wood
Mountain. Probably similar to dry southern facing exposures in the unglaciated
Great Plains further south that may have served as a refuge for P. machaon dodi.
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prairie noticeably cooler and wetter than the surrounding prairie (Fig. 2).
There is a decidedly boreomontane Glavor to its Glora and fauna. The northern

Figure 2. Fescue grassland, willow fen and aspen woodland. Summit of Wood
Mountain, elevation 975 m.

slopes of the plateau descend sharply to the Missouri Coteau (Fig. 3) and its
draws and coulees are often thickly wooded with elm, aspen, maple, and ash.
At its upper reaches there is a mosaic of dry mixed grassland transitioning to

Figure 3. The northern slopes of the Wood Mountain plateau. The top of plateau
is about 300 m higher than the adjacent Missouri Coteau. Near St. Victor,
Saskatchewan, altitude 650 m. Both P. zelicaon and P. machaon dodi are found
sporadically along the north slopes.
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these wooded areas (Fig. 4). It is this particular habitat that appears to be home
to dense populations of Papilio machaon complex swallowtails.

Figure 4. Habitat of Papilio machaon and P. zelicaon near Willow Bunch,
Saskatchewan, altitude 875 m. There is abundant Artemisia dracunculus on the
hillsides as well as Heracleum linatum in the wooded areas.

There are two machaon‐complex swallowtails that are resident in the area:
the Badlands Old World Swallowtail, Papilio machaon dodi (Figs. 5a, 6), and the
Zelicaon Swallowtail, P. zelicaon (Figs. 5b‐d, 7). These two swallowtails are both
double‐brooded, Gly at nearly the same time, and both can be abundant on
hilltops as they seek mates. A third species, the Black Swallowtail, P. polyxenes,
is a rare stray.
Papilio machaon dodi feeds on Wild Tarragon, Artemisia dracunculus (Fig. 8),
asomewhat local plant found primarily on the steep banks of ravines and gullies,
though in the St. Victor area scattered colonies are also found on the gently
rolling top of the plateau. P. m. dodi begins Glying early in the spring, sometimes
by the end of April. I have seen P. m. dodi in the hills near Willow Bunch and St.
Victor late in April when there are still snowbanks in the area. The spring brood
declines by June though stragglers are seen into the 3rd week in June. The
summer brood begins to Gly by mid‐July (earliest 07 July) and
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Figure 5. Specimens of: a) Papilio machaon dodi, wingspan 69 mm; note the
strongly falcate forewings, and the club‐shaped black spot within the red anal
patch on the HW, connected to the black margin; b) P. zelicaon form “nitra,”
wingspan 68 mm; c) P. zelicaon, 29 August 2012, wingspan 89 mm, note the
falcate wingtips more typical of P. m. dodi, but the black spot within the red anal
patch is relatively central and rounded; d) P. zelicaon, 24 May 2014, wingspan 64
mm; note the large rounded centered black spot in the red anal patch on the
hindwing.

lasts until mid‐August (17 August), though most common in the last two weeks
in July and the Girst week in August. I have seen a specimen, presumably of this
species, in early September in the Killdeer Badlands, near a colony of wild
tarragon. The dark morph of P. m. dodi is very rare; I have seen only two
examples in seven years.
The local host plant for P. zelicaon is not deGinitively known, although Cow
Parsnip (Heracleum linatum) is found near areas where I have seen P. zelicaon
Glying. P. zelicaon Glies slightly later than P. m. dodi in both broods. The spring
brood of P. zelicaon Glies from mid‐May to mid‐June primarily although
stragglers are seen all summer. The summer brood begins Glying in earnest in
mid to late July to mid‐August. Again stragglers are seen through the end of
August and even September. The dark morph is variable, ranging from about
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Figure 6. Papilio machaon dodi. May, 2009, Tower Hill, Willow Bunch.
Photographed on our back deck, nectaring at lantana.

Figure 7. Papilio zelicaon form "nitra". Near Willow Bunch, SK. June 2014
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Figure 8. Artemisia dracunculus, the foodplant of Papilio machaon dodi.

4% to 30% of the individuals on any one day. All dark morphs that I have
caught so far have been male, but this may be a result of hilltopping behavior,
since approximately 90% of the specimens on the hilltop are male.
The summer brood of P. m. dodi appears to be more common than the
summer brood of P. zelicaon, whereas P. zelicaon is the more common butterGly
in the spring.
Both species congregate at hilltops and can be sometimes found in the
dozens at a single hilltop. Although I have not raised nor photographed any
larvae, all larvae I have seen on Artemisia dracunculus have all looked like
typical P. m. dodi larvae. Despite searching Cow Parsnip, Zizia, and Lomatium
plants in the area, I have not seen any P. zelicaon larvae. However, most prairie
umbellifers begin to dry up in July, so I suspect that P. zelicaon is utilizing one of
the more permanently green umbellifers found in the coulees where adequate
moisture is present.
An unresolved question is why these two species do not appear to hybridize
readily and maintain reproductive isolation, where in other areas (for example,
the Cypress Hills), hybrid swarms are present. On most days, you will Gind
representatives of both swallowtails Glying together in the exact same locality.
Despite their density, all mating pairs that I have seen segregate clearly into
machaonmachaon or zelicaonzelicaon pairs.
There is a possibility that some of the late P. zelicaon stragglers may in fact
be zelicaonmachaon hybrids with a dysfunctional diapause. The late summer P.
zelicaon in Fig. 5c, for example, has more falcate forewings, and is larger than
the average P. zelicaon specimen (nearly 90 mm wingspan compared to the
more usual 65‐70 mm). A few other P. zelicaon from July and August also show
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the more falcate forewings. A small number of other specimens also seem to
have the falcate forewings, or non‐centred or non‐rounded black spots in the
red anal HW patch that may indicate some hybridization.
The resolution to the question regarding the lack of extensive hybridization
in the Wood Mountain Plateau area may lie in the origin of butterGly fauna of the
area following deglaciation, and the origin of the hybrid swarms elsewhere.
During the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), the ice extended around but not
over the central part of the Wood Mountain plateau. A narrow corridor
extended south to the ice‐free portion of the Great Plains (see Klassen, 1994).
Thus, unlike the Cypress Hills nunataks, the Wood Mountain plateau fauna and
Glora during the LGM was probably very similar to the ice‐free areas of Montana
and Wyoming. Whether this fauna and Glora was more arctic tundra‐like or
more grassland like is still an open question (Strong & Hills, 2005). Very likely
Wood Mountain was a cold arid grassland that has no close modern‐day analog,
but perhaps similar in many respects to the high Beringian dry tundra of the
Yukon during the Pleistocene. It is possible that P. m. dodi persisted on the ice‐
free areas of the Wood Mountain plateau as well as some of steep gullies and
river valleys further south, where the foodplant may be found.
As the glaciers began to recede, open spruce woodland was established
north and east of the Wood Mountain Plateau, while south and west, the
periglacial tundra was apparently directly replaced by grassland (Yansa 2006). I
conjecture that P. m. dodi spread out from its refugia into the newly expanding
grasslands, and another P. m. machaon subspecies, (similar to P. m.
hudsonianus) occupied the spruce woodland that colonized the Missouri Coteau
and Cypress Hills regions.
This spruce woodland apparently persisted for several thousand years on
the Missouri Coteau, likely because of stagnant ice buried underneath the glacial
till that provided cooler and moister conditions (Yansa 1998).
As the climate continued to warm towards the Hypsithermal about 6000‐
8000 BPE, the extensive open spruce woodland was replaced Girst by aspen
parkland, and then by grasslands except on the Cypress Hills, where spruce
persists to the present day, and this is probably where the last P. m.
hudsonianus‐like populations in southern Saskatchewan persisted. Papilio
zelicaon, expanding into Saskatchewan from the southwest, Girst met
hudsonianus‐like P. machaon in the Cypress Hills but was unable to hybridize
with the more southern P. m. dodi occupying the grasslands. The zelicaon
machaon hybrids in the Cypress Hills may then be the last vestige of this P. m.
hudsonianuslike population.
This scenario postulates that P. m. hudsonianus is able to hybridize with
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P. zelicaon and not with P. m. dodi, an observation made previously by Guppy
and Shepard (2001). This would explain why there are hybrid swarms in the
Cypress Hills, and why there is no hybrid swarm in the Wood Mountain area,
where P. zelicaon and P. m. dodi are found in high densities.
This hypothesis raises the possibility that P. m. dodi is reproductively
isolated from both P. m. hudsonianus and P. zelicaon. Certainly P. zelicaon (and
its close relative, P. polyxenes) appear to hybridize with P. m. hudsonianus, but
not with P. m. dodi. This may require further research.
References:
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Milbert’s Tortoiseshell, Robert B. Hughes
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Lepidopterist Pro1ile: Dave Symon
Editor’s Note: This is a new feature for the
Newsletter, intended to help us get to know
some of our fartherGlung fellow ALGers.
When I asked Dave Symon for a proGile,
here’s what he wrote. If you like it (and I
think you will), help me coax similar
proGiles from some of our other members!

I am 63 years and 7 months old as I

write this. I worked for the Saskatchewan
Government Liquor Stores for 36 years,
and although I've not really noticed insects
that much through the years, I've always
loved nature, and in the summer months,
would ride my bicycle along the South
Saskatchewan River on the trails
maintained by the Meewasin Valley
Authority. I would notice Cabbage Whites, but nothing else really caught my
attention. I guess I just didn't have an interest back then. Now I search the
grasses, and get passed even by joggers!
In the late autumn of 2011, I brought in some Girewood, and discovered that
a rather dark butterGly had come into the house. It was very groggy, and as the
long‐range weather forecasts had called for an old‐fashioned bitter winter, I
was hesitant to put it back outside. I decided to let it stay inside, but didn't
know anything about misting it or keeping it in the fridge. I left it alone in a
downstairs room, but when I went to check on it in early March to wake it up
and put it outside, I realized it had dried out and was dead. I felt very saddened
inside and shed some tears in my failed attempt. I was a changed man.
I googled “butterGly clubs” and discovered the ALG, wherein I exchanged e‐
mails with Greg Pohl, who suggested I speak with Charley Bird. After sending a
photo of the dead insect, he identiGied it as a Milbert's Tortoiseshell, and offered
to help identifying things. We had a lady from Bangladesh working in the store
and I would chat with her about butterGlies, and so I asked her what I should do
with the dead body. She suggested I offer it to the river, so I gave the butterGly
carcass a farewell by placing it into the river and decided that I would learn
how to identify the local butterGlies. As I was retiring at the end of April 2012, I
would use the digital camera that was given to me as a gift to take photos of
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butterGlies. I eventually purchased a digital camera with a 20x zoom, and have
gotten better pictures since.
I became quite fascinated by the different butterGlies that would show up as I
rode my bicycle on the river trails, and I would peddle very slowly and search
the area for photo ops. That became one of my favorite things to do, and I'd get
out almost every chance I could. I believe that I am now able to identify
correctly almost twenty species of butterGly on the wing and I have submitted
several photos to Altaleps. I've decided that I don't want to collect, other than
on the camera. I love waiting and looking for opportunities to get photos of
subjects in their natural surroundings and don't plan on using any other
methods. I understand that many people want to build collections and
therefore capture insects, but I'm not one of them. My goal is to eventually get a
personal photo or more of every species of butterGly that I see.
I look forward all season long to read and view e‐mails from Altaleps and
totally enjoy viewing the submissions by the members, and learning all I can
about the different species, especially the ones that visit Saskatoon. I respect
Altaleps to the ultimate degree and very much thank you and the others for
being so friendly to us amateurs. It's been a true pleasure learning about
butterGlies and I plan on continuing my learning challenges and look forward to
each season and more opportunities.
An Overnight Guest
A visitor came to me late last night
on tiny wings held high above her back.
It seems she was attracted to the light
as moths are to the Glame inside they lack.
She Glew inside and so I let her stay
to cool inside my fridge so she might sleep
the dark hours of the predators away
and in the morning I would take a peek.
But as the next day dawned the hours Glew
and I forgot her waiting for her time
to see the day and start again anew
because her life was turning on a dime.
When freed, she stayed a while
to say good bye 
no moth at all, she was a butterGly…
Annie Pang

Woodland Skipper, Annie Pang
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My Search for the Elusive Moss’ ElGin
Bob Parsons
The past few years, after completing my annual Milk River/Writing‐on‐
Stone May Species Count, I have always headed west on Hwy. 500 towards
Cardston, Pincher Creek, the Crowsnest Pass and my favourite area, the South
Castle River just south of Beaver Mines Lake. I should add, at this point, I am
your typical citizen scientist, self taught in all things nature, these days more of
a bug guy than a birder! I do not use all these fancy Latin names. I prefer
Bearberry or Umbrella Plant—not Arctostaphylos and Eriogonum!
The last couple of years, I have tried to spend a few days exploring the old
road that runs alongside the South Castle River, camping at Beaver Mines Lake.
Easy to get to from Pincher Creek, and there is a nearby local store that sells gas
and the basic groceries. The reason for butterGlying this quiet, unspoilt area is
because I am always on a mission to Gind Moss’ ElGin. Barb Beck and Norbert
Kondla have been kind enough in the past to help in my search, and I would
never have visited this area if it had not been for them.
About six years ago, I heard about Prairie Bluff, which is about an hour’s
drive to the east. Barb and Jim Beck had done a count there, and had found the
butterGly in question. Nowadays, it is hard to access the hilly area due to gas and
oil development, and I am never sure my knees can handle the steep inclines!
Taking the old South Castle Road, it takes about an hour or so to reach the
lower slopes of Windsor Mountain, which is the only conGirmed spot in Alberta
to Gind Moss ElGin (Incisalia mossii). The lower slopes are right close to the
track, so it is easy to attain. I am not a mathematician, but I would say the
slopes are between 60 to 70 degrees, so quite steep. I was there last year in very
nice weather and it did not take me long to discover that a certain amount of
scrambling was going to be involved. There was not much Glying around in the
variable vegetation, but I am sure I found Bearberry! I did come across a few
elGins. Needless to say, I was pretty sure I had hit the mother lode, but it was
not until I visited Norbert later that I found that I had completely missed out on
my target. From there and the surrounding area, close to the river, I had only
found Brown and Hoary ElGins!
At my meeting with Norbert, he smiled and said that I should have been
further up the slopes in order to Gind my elusive mossii. That rocky ridge looks
pretty high up, but at least I now know where I am headed next time I visit.
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A Precious Catch
Colleen Raymond
I’ve discovered some unexpected beneGits to carrying extra stuff around in
my car. A spontaneous Lepidoptera educational opportunity is the latest, as the
following story illustrates.
It’s a warm summer’s day in August, 2014. I’m visiting with family in
Cantral Alberta when a stroll to the driveway becomes necessary to fetch
somethng form my car. Reaching into the hatch for my backpack, I notice a
couple of butterGly nets laying bside the bag, and suddenly fge thte notion to try
catching a butterly.
Mentally recalling the state of my own unpolished netting skills, I decide to
outsorse the job for the sake of expediency.
No sooner do I announce my quest for netters when 9 year old Nathan
enthusiastically drops his samurai sword for the chance to test his best warrior
techniques with the butterGly nets.
With lightening speed,
Nathan captures a common
wood nymph (Cercyonis
pegala) that we carefully
transfer to the insect
observation jar I pull from
my backpack.
One year old Olivia is
Girst to take a turn with the
jar and quickly decides that
the might be pretty complex
business.
A thoughtful and
thorough inspection of the
butterGly prompts one year
old Christian to question if
this is a “gido” (mosquito)
and whether it “buys” (bites)
or not.
After each of us takes a
turn examining the lovely
butterGly, Nathan, its captor,
Photo enhancement: Steve Knight
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releases the common wood nymph “back to the wild from whence it
came” (Acorn the Nature Nut, Episode 10, 1994) before running off to practice
his newfound skill.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of this brief
scientiGic venture:
1) A stash of butterGly nets once observation jars in the car comes in
handy during the summer months,
2) Sword play is a valuable, transferable skill,
3) ButterGly watching can be somewhat confusing at Girst, and
4) ButterGlies are interesting. They are not mosquitoes, and they don’t
bite.

John Acorn
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SigniGicant or Otherwise Interesting Edmonton
Moth Records for 2014
Gary Anweiler
Overall, 2014 was a rather unexciting year for me, with almost all
signiGicant or otherwise interesting records coming at the tail end of the season.
Most of these resulted from the fact I ran a bait trap in the back yard from mid‐
August to the end of October, something I have not done previously. In the past I
have tended to bait through the early fall for Catocala and/or the hibernator
butterGlies; the Anglewings, Cloaks and Tortoiseshells.
The Catocala Glight was rather odd, with fair numbers of C. blandula and
LOTs of C. relicta, but little else. Both C. semirelicta and C. briseus—usually
common—were few and far between. Baited butterGlies were almost non‐
existent, with only a couple of Milbert’s Tortoiseshells and a single Compton’s
Tortoiseshell all fall. Nary a Polygonia, where most years there have been three
species of anglewings. But all was not lost!
There were noctuids in numbers at the bait and blacklight this year, right
through until late October, including new species for both the Edmonton area
and the province. In September Sunira verberata starting showing up at the
bait, and continued to appear until late October, on occasion with 30‐40 in the
trap sucking the banana bait.
Of more interest was the numbers of Copper Underwings that came to bait
throughout much of September and early October. The Copper Underwing was
added to the Alberta list in August of 1997 by John Acorn, who found the Girst
specimens, at bait, along the South Saskatchewan River at Redcliff. In
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subsequent years, we also found them rather common at Steveville on the Red
Deer River. But until last fall we had no records of Copper Underwings north of
the southern Red Deer River region. Last fall, my wife Judy found a single worn
specimen in the river valley here in Edmonton, while we were picking
cranberries at Goldbar Park. This fall, dozens showed up at both bait and light
in the back yard. Surprising also was a single fresh specimen of Digrammia
subminiata, a small geometrid, that showed up at the backyard blacklight on the
last day of July. This is another moth that we have never found north of the
badlands. The presence of these grassland species showing up in Edmonton
this year is most interesting.
In October, two species new for Alberta showed up in the yard. The Girst
was a geometrid, Idea dimidiata, a diminutive little moth I Glushed while
cleaning out the dead Glowers from garden. It is known from eastern Canada
and from the west coast, but not in between. And two days later, a very fresh‐
looking specimen of Autographa praecationis showed up at the backyard
blacklight. This is a very widespread species eastern species, previously
reported west to central Saskatchewan, but new for Alberta.
Edmonton, with its long history of entomology and entomologists, is
probably one of the longest and most collected localities in the country. Thus, it
was pleasantly surprising to Gind so much of mothy signiGicance in the backyard
this year, including two new species for Alberta.

Pink‐barred Sallow, Xanthia tatago (Lafontaine and Mikkola, 2003). Family: Noctuidae. Subfamily: Noctuinae,
Tribe Xylenini. Peterson Guide No. 93‐2622 (9965). Annot. list of Alta Leps: 2005. photo by: H. Loney Dickson,
Det. by: H. Loney Dickson SE/2014. 4.6 km N. of Hwy 16 on RR 222, 6.0 km N. of Ardrossan, Alberta. In Gield
surrounded by aspen, Pob, Spw and Pil. 53° 36.412'N 113° 8.904'W. 6 Sept., 2014. coll #: 144 .
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Hobomok Skipper, (Poanes
hobomok). Hesperidae. Pollard
Count 1, Section 6. Dickson
Property, 4.6 km N of Ardrossan,
AB. 12 June, 2014. Photo by: H.
Loney Dickson.

Northern Pearl Crescent
(Phyciodes cocyta). Nymphalidae.
Pollard Count trail, in shed Gield
(sect. 5), home, 4.6km N of Hwy
16, RR 222, N of Ardrossan,
Alberta. 2 July, 2014. Photo by H.
Loney Dickson.
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Recent Winter Lepidoptera Records for
Alberta and Saskatchewan
John Acorn
jacorn@ualberta.ca
Birders have been doing it for years; keeping lists of the birds they see in a
particular area during the winter months of December, January, and February.
In 2011, I wondered how many insects and other arthropods we could Gind
during the same period, and started coordinating the Alberta Winter Bug Count,
collecting records through the Albertaleps email listserve, the Albertabugs
listserve, the ENC Members listserve (Edmonton Natural History Club), and the
Winterbugs Alberta Facebook Page. In recent years, we have agreed to broaden
our geographic scope to include Saskatchewan. As we head into our fourth
winter for this project, let's have a look at the butterGly and moth records that
have been submitted to date.
Micromoths make up the majority of the 19 taxa of lepidopterans reported.
Of these, the most common have been many‐plumed moths (Alucitidae: Alucita
spp.), which enter buildings to hibernate, and may remain active through the
winter months. Indian meal moths (Pyralidae: Plodia interpunctella) have been
reported on multiple occasions, as one would expect from a stored product pest.
Another pestiferous pyralid, the Mediterranean Glour moth (Ephestia kuhniella)
appeared in my family’s pantry. Mompha unifasciella (Momphidae) is yet
another micro moth that seems to turn up in houses on a regular basis. The
larvae are gall makers that feed in Gireweed plants, so the adults we Gind are
hibernators, not household pests. In the family Elachistidae, we have
encountered two species. Most common is the parsnip webworm moth
(Depressaria pastinacella), which has been found in houses, as well as in an
outhouse at Big Hill Springs, by Ted Pike. Depressariodes ciniGlonella is another
elachistid that gets into houses to overwinter. Case‐bearer moths (Psychidae:
Dahlica triquetrella) overwinter as larvae in silk cases, and are frequently
encountered on the sunlit sides of buildings in winter. Ash‐leaf cone rollers
(Gracillariidae: Caloptilia fraxinella) are sometimes found in houses,
overwintering. As the name suggests, the larvae feed on ash leaves, which they
roll into a shelter during the summer months. Only one tortricid moth, Clepsis
spectrana or C. peritana, has been reported, from a greenhouse in Plamondon,
by Danika Richard. The remaining micro moths are both gelechiids.
Agonopterix argillacea was reported from Greg Pohl’s house near Sherwood
Park, and a Chionodes sp. was found in Jan Scott’s house in Medicine Hat.
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Macro moths have been scarce, and the only outdoor records were two
caterpillars: Barb Deneka found a tiger moth larva near Sherwood Park, and
Caitlin Mader found a cutworm‐type on an Edmonton aspen trunk. An adult
dark‐spotted palthis (Palthis angulalis) was reported overwintering in a house
in Edmonton by Trudi Haracsi. The only other macro moths reported were
individuals that emerged from the pupa early: a Polyphemus moth (Telea
polyphemus) in Trever Baker’s Edmonton garage, and a Virginian tiger moth
(Spilosoma virginica) in Jan Scott’s porch in Medicine Hat. Surely there are
occasional warm winter nights when a macro moth might come to a light? We
should try for such records when the chance arises.
Of course, days are warmer than nights, making diurnal winter
lepidopterans much more likely than the nocturnal, and therefore butterGlies
more likely than moths. All of the butterGlies reported have been nymphalids
that hibernate as adults: Milbert’s tortoiseshell (Aglais milberti), mourning
cloak (Nymphalis antiopa), and Compton tortoiseshell (N. vaualbum). Some
have been active on warm days outside, while others became active in barns, or
were roused from hibernation (e.g., when Laura Stevens’ Christmas tree was
brought indoors). Interestingly, no commas (Polygonia sp.), which are closely
related and share the same life history pattern, have been reported.
Nineteen species seems like an impressive number for winter, but I’m sure
that we can add many more to this list. So far, we have no records of clothes
moths, very few caterpillars, and no moths coming to lights at night. This,
therefore, is a preliminary list only, although it does give insights into the most
commonly encountered winter lepidopterans in Alberta and Saskatchewan.
Thanks are due to those who submitted records, inlcuding those mentioned
above plus Martha Allen, Gary Anweiler, Julian Dupuis, Peter Flynn, Laura
Jackson, Mike Jenkins, and Heather Proctor.

Alucita sp., J. Acorn
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Milbert’s tortoiseshell on lobelia. Photo by Robert B. Hughes.

Letters to ALG
As I begin my third year of interaction with Altaleps, I would like to share
some observations of the 2014 lep. season from Battleford, Saskatchewan. The
most abundant butterGly, by far, was the Cabbage White. Not one Monarch!
Besides a few photo opportunities of other butterGlies throughout the season,
there were many species I did not see at all. The highlight of my forays into the
wild was Ginding the Least Skipper in abundance just east of where I live. For
all the many, many Spurge Hawkmoths (moths and caterpillars) I have
photographed in 2012 & 2013, I saw 2 moths in 2014. It’s the same story with
the underwings that were so plentiful, just ONE in 2014. I have photographed
many new moth species this year but have not seen all the ones I had gotten
acquainted with in previous years. I shall keep you busy with ID’s this winter!
Andrea Jackson
Battleford, Saskatchewan
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Letters to ALG, continued
I found live pierids today [Nov. 3]: four Pieris rapae larvae, still active on the
garden kale. But since they are not in all deGinitions "butterGlies," I will classify
these as "a near miss”.
Gary Anweiler
Edmonton
I went outside today [Nov. 3] in Medicine Hat to cut down a few remaining
perennials. When I got to some tall mint I was surprised to Gind a fresh Western
White sitting on a dried up Glower. I had a jar on my porch and caught it. It was
8 degrees at the most and we've had a few nights with ‐7 or ‐8 so it is hard to
believe it would have emerged recently. I did still have some fall asters that
didn't look too bad so it has some in the jar. Not a great photo but best I could
do indoors
Jan Scott
Medicine Hat

Is there going to be mention of the Dun Skipper found at Dry Island [on the
annual butterGly count, coordinated by Charley Bird]? I believe that I found
another at Sittingstone Lake, where I found the initial one last year.
Mary Roy
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Above: Ghost moth, Gazoryctra novigannus (Barnes & Benjamin, 1925), Family Hepialidae. Peterson Guide
No., NA. pg 26. Annot. list of Alta Leps: 5. photo by: H. Loney Dickson, Det. by: H. Loney Dickson SE/2014.
4.6 km N. of Hwy 16 on RR 222, 6.0 km N. of Ardrossan, Alberta. In Gield surrounded by aspen, Pob, Spw and
Pil. 53° 36.412'N 113° 8.904'W. 5 Sept., 2014.
Front Page: White Underwing, Catocala relicta (Walker, 1858) . Family: Erebidae, Subfamily: Erebinae, Tribe
Catocalini. Peterson Guide No. 93‐0795 (8803), pg 344. Annot. list of Alta Leps:1705. photo by: H. Loney
Dickson, Det. by: H. Loney Dickson NV/2014. 4.6 km N. of Hwy 16 on RR 222, 6.0 km N. of Ardrossan, Alberta.
In Gield surrounded by aspen, Pob, Spw and Pil. 53° 36.412'N 113° 8.904'W. 11 August, 2014.
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